
Afvalstoffenheffing (garbage tax) 

This tax is paid for the picking up and disposing of the garbage produced by all inhabitance 
of Wageningen.  
For people who live with shared facilities this tax is included in the service costs and 
therefore Idealis will pay this tax for them. 
People who have own facilities have to pay the tax themselves and receive a bill for this. 
There are different fees for people who live alone in their room/apartment and people who 
live with more than two or more people in the room/ apartment.  

One person household:              € 161,73 per year 
multiple persons household:           € 251,57 per year 

This tax is paid to Vitens and remission can be asked before the end of may. It is possible to get 

remission if you have no/low income, no car and not a lot of savings. Remission can be asked though 

the municipality Wageningen at: 

https://www.wageningen.nl/inwoners/Configuratie_Inwoners/Rij_2/overig/Kwijtschelding_belastin

g 

Rioolheffing (sewer tax) 

For people who live with shared facilities this tax is included in the service costs and 
therefore Idealis will pay this tax for them. 
People who have own facilities have to pay the tax themselves and receive a bill for this. 
There are different fees for people who live alone in their room/apartment and people who 
live with multiple people in the apartment.  

One person   € 122,84 per year 

two persons   €  147,34 per year 

multiple persons  €  171,84 per year 

It is possible to get remission if you have no/low income, no car and not a lot of savings. Remission 

can be asked though the municipality Wageningen at: 

https://www.wageningen.nl/inwoners/Configuratie_Inwoners/Rij_2/overig/Kwijtschelding_belastin

g 

Zuiveringslasten (purification charges) 

This tax is paid to purify the waste water produced. The bill for this tax is send by the company GBLT.  

People who have own facilities have to pay the tax themselves and receive a bill for this. 

There are different fees for people who live alone in their room/apartment and people who 

live with more than two or more people in the room/ apartment. 

It is possible to get remission if you have no/low income, no car and not a lot of savings. 

Remission can be asked though GBTL.  
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This guide the product of a collaboration between the Housingdesk, SFO and the SAW. 

 

 

 

http://www.housingdeskwageningen.nl/
http://www.toreachidealliving.nl/
http://sawageningen.nl/
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